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CT SCAN PARAMETERS



Introduction

This learning session will take you 
through the common scan 
parameters used in CT scaning.

Review parameters will be covered 
in a separate session



Learning Outcomes

To become familiar with the various 
scan parameters

 
To understand the effect of varying 

these on patient dose and resulting 
image quality.



Balance
In CT imaging we want:-

 Good Image Quality

 As low a dose as possible

 No Image artefacts



Parameter selection
 What am I scanning?  - Patient 

size/attenuation/tissue type
 What am I looking for? - 

Size/attenuation/surroundings

Resolution
 Contrast – ability to distinguish adjacent tissues 

of similar attenuation  Soft tissue imaging

 Spatial – ability to see fine detail Bone/lung 
imaging



Parameter selection
Two Types

 Scan parameters-” set the exposure”

 Review parameters dictate how the image is 
processed



Scan Parameters
 These are set before the scan and effect how it 

is acquired.
 kV
 mAs
 Rotation time
 Collimation
 Pitch
 Scan Range
 Scan FOV



Scan Parameters - kV
 kV - penetrating power, energy level or quality 

of the beam.
 The higher the kV the more penetrating the 

beam and therefore a higher number of 
photons will reach the detector and contribute 
to the signal.

 In CT a high kV (120-140) is used to maximise 
the number of photons reaching the detector.



kV
 It affects pt dose, image noise and contrast 

 Increasing kV with the same mAs results in 
reduced image noise – but decreased image 
contrast and increased pt dose

 Attenuation of tissues is dependant on selected 
kV - it also influences the CT numbers in the 
image



kV
 kV should only be increased in selected 

applications:
 Obese pts /Dense bony structures/ Regions of 

inherent high tissue contrast.
 Imaging at lower kV reduces radiation dose and 

improves the signal to noise ratio especially in 
IV studies (K edge)

 Lower kV ( 70-100) can be used in paediatrics 
and CTA in small/ medium patients



Iodine Contrast and kV

Iodine appears brighter at lower kV as the energy is closer to the k edge of iodine 
                                                        (33keV)





kV
 It has a greater influence on patient dose than 

mAs

Increasing Kv by 20 increases dose by 
over 40%

Increasing Kv by 20 increases dose by over 40%



kV Modulation
 Conventional dose modulation = mA
 Can further optimise dose by adapting kV 

depending on the application
 Some manufacturers employ kV modulation
 Dependant on patient size, type of scan



Example
 Scannogram scans at 120Kv
 Patient size and attenuation assessed from 

topogram
 Within each protocol –type of resolution 

required is preselected
 Scanner chooses appropriate kV accordingly



kV Modulation



Dual Energy
 The principle of variation in tissue attenuation 

at different tube voltages is used in DECT
 Two tubes or kV switching  with high and low 

settings
 Provides info on material composition for 

differentiation and characterization of tissues.



Applications of dual energy
 Vascular imaging – optimising contrast /easy 

bone removal
 Tissue classification – renal stones/gout
 Blending
 Virtual Non Contrast Images
 Metal Artefact Reduction
 Iodine Colour Mapping
 Perfusion Imaging



Scan Parameters - mAs
 Intensity of the beam (directly proportional to 

mA). 
 The higher the mA, the greater the number of 

photons reaching the detector and therefore 
the higher the signal to noise ratio. 

 The amount of noise in the image will be 
reduced if the signal to noise ratio is increased. 

 The size, slice width, and attenuation 
characteristics of the part being examined will 
influence the choice of mAs.



Relationship between image noise and 
mAs

 Image noise is inversely proportional to the 
square of the mAs.

Theory
 To reduce noise by 50% mAs must increase X4
 For a patient who absorbs twice as much 

radiation as a slimmer patient
 noise increases by a factor of 1.4
 Dose should be doubled to maintain the same 

signal to noise ratio



Relationship between image noise and 
mAs



mAs and Image Quality
 Soft tissue imaging (Brain/Liver) – important to 

differentiate minute differences in density
 Higher mAs required to reduce noise and 

improve low contrast resolution.
 *ALARA



mAs and Image Quality

However both images are diagnostic



High Resolution Imaging
 Usually done in areas  of high inherent contrast 

i.e. bone, lungs, 
 In both of these areas a high resolution 

algorithm will also be applied
 This will introduce far more noise into the 

image than dose reduction
 For this reason scanning can be carried out 

using a low mAs
 The necessity for viewing on wide windows in 

these areas helps to suppress noise caused by 
reduced dose



Dose Modulation
 mAs varies depending on patient size 

/attenuation characterisation
 Usually set by defining a Noise index, or 

Quality Reference
  Great when it modulates down
 Can be excessive when it modulates up



Dose modulation

a) Slim pt
b) Lge pt
c) Areas of different attn
d) Different attn profile



Dose modulation
 Various methods

§ Angular modulation (in plane (x-y) )

§ Longitudinal modulation (along patient length, z-axis) 
§ Combination (x, y and z) modulation

§ Temporal (ECG-gated) modulation 



Dose Modulation
 Basic setting often allow the dose to modulate 

very high in large patients
 Check with your system provider for fine tuning 

settings in 
     order to cap this for 
     example use of
    dose curves



Danger!!!
 A CT image will never “look” over exposed

88mAs

176mAs

256mAs



CT image will never look 
overexposed !

DLP 1050 DLP 356



Rotation time
 Time required for one 360 deg rotation.
 Determines speed and temporal resolution of 

acquisition.
 Short for chest, vascular and paediatrics

§ Reduce scan duration – motion artefact
• Optimum contrast enhancement and freeze cardiac 

motion

 Longer for brain, spine
§ Increased dose and projection sampling

• Pt motion negligble



Collimation

Collimation determines the slice or section 
thickness used for an examination (acquisition)

 In Single Slice CT collimation = slice thickness
Was determined by widening or narrowing the x 

ray beam using collimators.
The wider the slice the more photons reach the 

detector and therefore there is less image noise, 
also fewer scans will be required to cover a given 
area.

Thinner slices look noisier as less photons reach 
the detector



Collimation

 In multislice CT, slice collimation is related to 
the size of the detector elements and the 
detector configuration

 It determines the minimum slice width which 
can be used for image reconstruction

 Thinner slice collimation without 
compromising coverage is achieved with 
increased number of detector rows



 Slice width (Review parameter now)

 From the collimated slice/s various slice widths 
can be reconstructed, but can never be thinner 
than the original.

 Choice of slice thickness will depend on the 
size of the pathology to be demonstrated, the 
resolution required,the range of anatomy to be 
scanned and the need for multiplanar or 3D 
reconstructions



Scan Thin – View Thick
 New concept with MDCT
 Acquire with thin collimation
 Use these thin slices to produce thicker slices 

for viewing, filming and archiving
 *Dose should reflect the slice thickness for 

viewing rather than the collimated slice 
thickness



Slice width and Image Noise



Displayed Slice Thickness

1mm 5mm



Slice width and Partial Voluming

 Pixels are the 2D elements of the image 
matrix.

 Because the slice has a thickness these 
are really voxels



Slice width and Partial Voluming

 Only one attenuation value can be displayed per 
voxel

 If there are vastly differing tissue types within 
the voxel
 Computer averages them 
 Inaccurate CT numbers representing neither tissue
 Called partial volume averaging or artefact
 Thin slices will preven/reduce this effect



Thick slices – Bone and brain - ? Bleed ? PV

Split into thinner slices - Bleed



Pitch/ Pitch Factor
 The ratio of feed per rotation in mm/sec to Z 

axis coverage. 
 A pitch of 1 is always ideal but will be limited by 

length of spiral, breath holding capabilities etc. 
 An increase in pitch will lead to partial volume 

averaging and increased noise but may reduce 
patients dose

 On some machines as pitch is increased mA 
will also be increased to maintain image quality



Varying Pitch

Pitch<1 
overlapping

Pitch=1 
contiguous

Pitch>1 
overlapping



Effect of pitch on slice width

To reconstruct a slice one full rotation is used
SW = distance from start of one rotation to start of next
As pitch increases so does slice width



Feed – sequential CT
 The distance the table moves between scans.
 feed  = slice -contiguous slices  

• Brain
 feed  < slice = overlapping slices

• Used to be used for MPR/3D imaging 
• Never done now - spiral

 feed  >slice = alternate slices
• HR Thorax



Scan Range
 Where the scan begins and ends
 Only the necessary area should be covered
 Some systems with instant image and scan stop 

– can eyeball end of range – Useful for 
aneurysms and  lungs

 Patient breathing will move anatomy – 
Impotance of stressing same breath each time.



Scan Range  - Patient 
Position 

Correct patient positioning can reduce scan range



Scan Field of View
 Determines the area within the gantry aperture 

from which data is collected.
 Some systems have set scan field of views

• Head/body or S/M/L

 Sometimes can only get very HR with head or 
small

 If you choose the wrong FOV may lose data 
outside of the area of interest

 You may get artefact - vignetting



Summary

 Having completed this module you 
should now be familiar with the main 
scan parameters used in CT scanning.

 You should now understand how 
altering these will impact onto patient 
dose and image quality and apply these 
principles in your clinical practice.



Self Directed Learning

Consult your scanner manual and 
applications support for optimal 
practice.

Familiarise yourself with the 
parameter settings in your protocols. 
Consider whethere they are 
optimised and adjust as required.
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CPD Reflection

 On reflection, what have I learned from 
this episode?

 How can this learning affect my 
professional practice?

 Has this learning activity highlighted any 
areas for development or new learning 
needs for me?


